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Azorin's 1922 novel Don Juan is characterized by a great deal 
of absence: a plot that never appears, questions posed by the im-
plied author that never receive an answer, problems of motivation 
that are never resolved, and - most provocatively - a series of 
texts that the reader never gets to read. Little of this surprises 
the Azorinian reader, who is accustomed to the author's «fasci-
nation with the incomplete» (Livingstone 121), his elliptical, im-
pressionistic technique of presenting «situations, events, and set-
tings in isolated fragments, with a great deal left unsaid about 
their significance and the connections among them» (Lott 423). 
Despite this lack of surprise and our gradual assemblage of many 
of Don Juan s socially poignant unities - with all of the satisfac-
tion that this participatory effort affords us - we are still left 
with a sense of bafflement when faced with the reality of the 
unseen texts. And rightly so, for Don Juan is a novel that literally 
points its finger at the importance of printed or imagined texts. 
In one of the best studies dedicated to this work, Matias Montes 
Huidobro (92) has discussed 22 documents, ranging from Medieval 
poetry to papal encyclicals, to royal catastros, to botanical treatises 
and touristic commentaries, that are found throughout the novel. 
These do not include the secret papers, the carefully guarded 
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books, and the hidden literary commentaries that are conspicuous 
in the book and which, according to Montes, amplify the novelistic 
frame. Nor do they include the missing portions of epigraphs in 
chapters 1 and 29 and the allusions to the libretto of fl Barbiere 
di Siviglia and Azorin's own «La lucecita roja» found at the con-
clusions of chapters 29 and 39. We can therefore certainly agree 
with Montes' s suggestion (91) that the novel would have been 
quite different if the many documents included had been of a 
different order. We can also, perhaps, suggest that the use of 
these elliptical texts goes beyond his important assertion that such 
texts develop a motif of ecclesiastical and civil suppression. It is 
not only that Azorin, availing himself of «una tecnica que podri-
amos llamar no vela detectivesca» (Montes 106 ), uses partial texts 
to prod the reader into a discovery of these two hidden but dis-
tinctly related tvpes of oppression. It is that the hidden texts, when 
taken together with other patent omissions, create a work which 
points to skillful omission and inadequate contextualization as the 
very processes by which society is cunningly and almost willingly 
victimized by oppressive forces. By focusing his usual creation of 
a «self-conscious novel» (Livingstone 133) on the «ocultos acertijos 
del lenguaje» (Montes 106), Azorin lays bare not only the mecha-
nisms by which deception and self-deception are achieved, but also 
the type of contextualized «reading» that is necessary to have 
these deceptions undone. 

Don Juan begins with an epigraph taken from the Preface to 
Racine's play Berenice: « ... toute !'invention consiste a faire quelque 
chose de rien». The novel also ends with an epigraph from the 
same play: BERENICE.-Pour la derniere fois, adieu, seigneurs. 
ANTIOCHUS.-Helas! (147; ch. 39) 

Azorin does not bother to tell us that this final epigraph con-
stitutes the final words in Racine's play, but it is necessary to 
know this fact to appreciate that the two epigraphs frame the 
entirety of Racine's drama as well as the entire story of Azorin, 
which concludes with Don Juan and Jeannette bidding eternal fare-
well via a mimicking of Berenice's and Antiochus's words. It is 
likewise necessary to know that Racine's play, like Azorin's 1922 
novel, is famous for having practically no plot (Brereton 146). Be-
tween the two Racinian fragments cited above, both Racine and 
Azorin considerably complicate one's initial impression that little 
is going on. In the case of Racine, the playgoer comes to see that 
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the Roman emperor Titus's motives in bidding farewell to his 
lover Berenice, are not so much heroic as self-interested (Butler 
38; Cloonan 59-69). Likewise, Don Juan's farewell to the flirtatious 
Jeannette, prior to his entering a religious brotherhood, is dictated 
as much by differences of temperament and age as it is by a 
conviction that the earthly life is all vanity. In view of this com-
plication, the Racinian preface and Azorin's first epigraph must 
be reinterpreted. The point is not that each author is going to be 
challenged by the task of inventing a great deal out of nothing, 
but that the playgoer or novel reader are. Then there is Azorin's 
Prologue which, amid fragments from Miracle 7 of Berceo's Mi-
lagros de Nuestra Senora, implies that there is some intrinsic re-
lationship between the sick, Medieval sinner who achieved a cure 
of body and soul by praying to Mary, and the physically and spir-
itually ill Don Juan, who returned from his illnesses completely 
transformed. To whom did Don Juan pray? Since the women jux-
taposed to Don Juan in the novel are four sensuous, tempting 
females (Sor Natividad, Jeanette, her mother Angela, the highland 
girl ironically named Virginia) and an unwed mother called «la 
tia», we can only wonder which «virgin» has inspired his spiritual 
or esthetic devotion. Does the resulting palimpsest imply an 
«eternal return» of spirituality, or does it point to a profane, 
modern interpretation of Berceo's alleged «miracle?» In neither the 
epigraphs nor the Prologue does Azorin tell us much, and we 
must continue absorbing text in order to calculate a tentati\·e 
answer. 

In chapters 3 and 4 we encounter long fragments from a «vieja 
guia de 1845» and the «censo de poblaci6n» ordered taken by 
royalty in 1787. We have no idea why such historical data about 
the unnamed city of Don Juan are presented, but our subsequent 
reading of narrative text about present-day poverty leads us to 
reason that the quoted fragments might be intended to show how 
present-day conditions are the result of longtime decline that was 
induced by historical imbalances and abuses. There arc reader re-
wards for interpreting within wide contexts. Chapter 5, «El espiritu 
de la pequena ciudad», provides a 1920's view of the town that 
serves as a palimpsest vaguely revealing the «sedimento espiritual» 
(25) left by Rome, the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance. It is 
tempting to look upon this palimpsest as just one more Azorinian 
fascination with the eternal forms of Castilian reality, but the read-
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erly desire to naturalize the chapter with other sections of the 
novel does not authorize such complacency. When we look at the 
sorry realities of the city's present and try to account for them 
through other factors in the novel, we realize that no satisfactory 
explanation is forthcoming without recourse to this «sedimento es-
piritual», which many incidents - the Renaissance bishop's per-
secution of the Jeronimite nuns, the refusal to give alms to the 
beggar, the cruel transportation of the prisoners, the young son 
being called to fight in a senseless war (the African campaigns?) 
- reveal to be one of repression and economic stagnation. 
Without the present we cannot imagine the past, but without this 
imagined past we cannot account for the present. 

This same motif of the creative imagination is extended in 
chapter 9, where the implied author bids us imagine what we 
might see if we were to enter the Capuchine convent. Since we 
are obviously reading a novel rather than approaching the door 
of a real-life convent, and since we are quite naturally limited to 
«imagining» the effects of physical surroundings rather than di-
rectly experiencing them, the implied author's invitation must be 
seen as a reference to and duplication of our own reading pro-
cess. This reference will hereafter serve to remind us that, if we 
are to properly read and profit from each Azorinian camera-eye 
description (those, for example, of entering Dr. Quijano's house, 
of the young girl crying on the doorstep of «la tia», of Don Juan 
watching the cornerstone laying for the school financed by the 
apocryphal Cano Olivares), we will have to read all of them imag-
inatively. This will be especially true in the case of our reading 
of those documents in the novel whose contents we either see 
only partially or do not get to see at all. We are soon faced with 
such documents in chapters 12 and 13, where we are informed 
(twice in each chapter, just in case we miss the point) that the 
goldsmith and Doctor Quijano possess secret books and papers 
which no one is permitted to see. We are rather surprised that a 
goldsmith should value some books and papers more than the 
precious materials with which he works. We are likewise perplexed 
by the goldsmith's nightly composition of lists of statistics and his 
dispatching of letters to Madrid and Paris. In the case of the 
generous town physician, we are surprised that he is so adamant 
about locking up his books. This dichotomy between altruism and 
stinginess is highlighted by the implied author's use of a semicolon 
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and the conjunction pero in the sentence «es bueno e inteligente 
el doctor Quijano: pero a nadie le deja leer los libros de su ar-
mario» (52). The presence of these forbidden documents, docu-
ments which have been censored from the text bv the two se-
cretive characters and the uncommunicative implied author, 
causes us to search the rest of the text for clues about what has 
been left out. Reading the remainder of chapter 12, we find that 
the goldsmith is concerned with finding an heir, since his hermit-
like existence has not encouraged him to marry. In order to fulfill 
the goal of passing on his wealth, he takes in a waif and trains 
him as an apprentice. Years later the goldsmith dies, but the boy 
who was programmed to be the grateful incarnation of the golds-
mith's life and habits precipitously tears down the shop and in 
its place constructs a tourist bazaar in which he can increase his 
fortune at a much faster rate than by practicing the profession 
of his mentor. The curmudgeonly goldsmith's nightly letters and 
calculations - stock transactions?, precious metals speculation? 
- are useless. Methodical scheming can do nothing to control the 
unknown forces of life. In a similar fashion, when we carefully 
look at the remainder of chapter 13, we note that Doctor Quijano 
senses an invisible person haunting his house, someone possibly 
pursuing him and whose arrival and departure he cannot predict. 
Our diagnosis of the doctor's paranoia is unavoidable in the wider 
context of the books he has hidden awav. In light of the doctor's 
Cervantine surname, we can only assume that his paranoia is a 
product of excessive reading. Being a doctor, his books are prob-
ably of a medical nature. Putting these two suppositions together, 
we conclude that the doctor has locked up his books for fear 
that others will steal the specialized knowledge that serves as the 
talisman of his income and prestige. Thus, the «good» doctor is 
not so good after all. In both of these cases, initially unreadable 
documents point us toward the remaining, readable portions of 
text by means of which the unreadable material can finally be 
«read». The same is true of the generous fragments quoted in 
chapter 14 from the 1580 Relaciones topognificas of Felipe II, the 
Informaci6n sabre la crisis agricola of 1887, and the Nomenclator 
of 1888. Although we read enough to get the gist of these docu-
ments, we are not permitted to read them meaningfully because 
the entirety of the chapter is limited to these three fragmentary 
texts without any supporting context. It is only when we see the 
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documents in the wider setting of the impoverished soils discussed 
in chapter 15, «La casa de Gil», that we can view chapter 14's 
historical descriptions of the village diet as a consequence of the 
progressive impoverishment of the area's soils. 

The good schoolmaster Reglero, presented in chapter 16, clearly 
wants his students to learn not only from the books and the of-
ficially prescribed curriculum, but also from what he terms «el 
gran libro»: the harmonious totality of village life and the sur-
rounding countryside. It is somewhat annoying to encounter this 
metaliterary metaphor without any apparent relationship to the 
novel's surrounding preoccupation with «texts». However, as we 
come to observe and assess a good cross section of the novel's 
characters - the blind bishop, Doctor Quijano, the local chief mag-
istrate, the two new governors, Don Federico the Maestre, and 
Monsieur Perichon -, we gradually understand that this man 
- whom the villagers see as just a routine «yard stick wielder» 
and «giver of rules» (reglero) - is among the only characters in 
the book able to «read» life within wide enough contexts to ex-
perience it meaningfully and poetically. 

Chapter 17 presents another absent text: that of the friend 
named Pozas, who is being castigated by the chief local magis-
trate. All we initially know is that the magistrate disapproves of 
something that Pozas has just said, something that the magistrate 
characterizes as «una enormidad», an expression repeated three 
more times. The only clue we have at first is the magistrate's fear 
that the proposal voiced by Pozas will lead to political anarchy. 
There is also something in the magistrate's pompous tone of voice 
which leads us to conclude that his alarm is probably unwar-
ranted. At the end of the chapter a beggar approaches the mag-
istrate for alms. After refusing to give him money, the magistrate 
turns to Pozas and, pointing to the beggar, says triumphantly 
«-iAhi tiene usted!» (66). We begin to intuit that Pozas's unre-
corded statement had something to do with charity, a suspicion 
that is finally confirmed in chapters 19 and 20 where, first, Pozas 
goes to the colonel of the Civil Guard to talk about the bases of 
legal authority and, then, accompanied by Don Juan, approaches 
the second new governor to make a plea about the humane treat-
ment of prisoners. Once more, it is possible to reconstruct the 
missing text from the surrounding textual material. 
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The immediately following chapters trace the same pattern. In 
chapter 18, the first new governor holds a tertulia with his literary 
friends from Madrid. We are unable to know what they talked 
about because the implied author only records for us a few frag-
mentary frases that penetrate the walls of the governor's office. 
There is practically nothing to even interest us here, except the 
frustration of not having heard the entire conversation. Soon, how-
ever, the chapter provides mystery texts, a pile of old books that 
the governor finds in his office and which so enthrall him that 
he never inspects the capital city of the province that he is to 
govern. We never learn precisely what is in the books, but the 
fact that they are engrossing enough for a man of the governor's 
snobbish disposition hints that they must be classically literary in 
character. At the end of the chapter the governor finally makes 
a tour of the provincial orphanage and is outraged to see how 
the area has been neglecting its children. This result makes us 
suspect that the governor's literary books must contain social per-
spectives as provocative as the census and geographical documents 
partially viewed back in chapters 3 and 4 and the information 
on diets provided by the documents in chapter 14. Chapter 20 
exhibits the second, replacement governor holding adamantly to 
the letter of the penal code, rather than vielding to the spirit of 
justice which gave rise to that code, in refusing to permit Pozas 
and Don Juan to pay for the humane transportation of some pri-
soners to their place of confinement. In spite of his dramatic 
ability to both remember and recite from the book of laws, the 
governor is truly unable to «read» its meaning. On the other hand 
Don Juan, who is totally unmindful of «lo dispuesto sabre el par-
ticular» (80) of prisoner transportation, is both intuitively and imag-
inatively aware of what the penal code must mean in the neces-
sary context of justice and humane treatment. 

In chapter 21 we run across the tragic, and seemingly inde-
pendent vignette of the patriarchal botanist, Don Leonardo, who 
is introduced reading a passage from a book to Don Juan. The 
passage in question has to do with an Indian biologist's discovery 
that trees have feelings. The relationship of this particular botan-
ical information to the novel's reading motif requires some im-
aginative thinking. Since the kindly Don Leonardo, too, is a writer 
of monographs on the humane treatment of trees, we begin to 
assume that not only trees but also the book paper made from 
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trees is, via the literary word, figuratively able to transmit «feel-
ings». Tragically, while Don Leonardo is gravely ill, the government 
sends some woodcutters to saw down the very trees that Don 
Leonardo is trying to protect. Seen in the context of the school-
master Reglero' s «gran libro» of life back in chapter 16, we can 
imaginatively conclude that the authorities have failed to read any 
human meaning out of nature's wider harmonies, whether com-
municated directly, or via schoolmasters, or via the publications 
of Don Leonardo. They have killed a particular grove of trees, 
but they have ignorantly permitted the old biologist's more sub-
versi\'e message to survive as both essayistic and novelistic texts. 
This is a case of characters choosing consciously not to read. This 
same aspect of the reading motif resurfaces in chapters 25 and 
28. In the first of these, titled «La casa de! Maestre», we come 
upon an entire house set up and maintained, not so much as a 
residence, but as an elegant museum full of valuable paintings, 
rare coins, and period furniture. The house also has an impressive 
library: «En la biblioteca forman, en los largos pluteos, todos los 
clasicos espafloles y todos los clasicos franceses. Los volumenes 
aparecen intactos, irreprochables. Tienen su ex libris y su dorado 
super libris» (98). In the context of the house's other elegant fur-
nishings, the Maestre's pompous lecture on coin collecting (ch. 26), 
and the use of adjectives such as «intactos» and «irreprochables», 
we come to realize that these are not books for reading but for 
show. Following the novel ahead into other chapters we find our 
suspicions entirely confirmed. There is absolutely nothing in the 
beha\'ior of the trivial Maestre (who is not a Maestre at all, but 
the distant descendent of one who had held such a title), in his 
flirtatious and vapid daughter, and in his sensuous wife to indicate 
that they have digested any of the wisdom present in any of their 
books. We come to this conclusion, not despite the fact that the 
Maestre can quote the Latin classics and his daughter can verbally 
jump «como la cosa mas natural del mundo, de Racine a Be-
ranger» (102; ch. 26), but precisely because of these dubious dis-
tinctions. The dubiousness of the distinctions is brought to max-
imum clarity in chapter 28, ironically titled «Angela». Here the 
implied author provides a revealing closeup of Jeanette's mother's 
hand: «La mano de Angela es una mano que no nos cansamos 
de contemplar sobre la seda joyante de un traje, en la pagina 
blanca de un libro ... » ( 108). The book is not mentioned again be-
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cause it has been completely transubstantiated into an extension 
of the «mano blanca, carnosita», suggesting the type of literature 
contained in these luxuriously bound volumes with which Angela 
is seen but is never depicted as studiously reading. 

Chapter 24 presents a case where the inability to read a text 
is not a conscious choice of the reader, but an imposition of 
another's desire to exercise censorship. This is a subject very dear 
to Azorin, as attested to by his 1927 article, «La paradoja de la 
censura» (Ouimette, Azorin: La hara 81-86 ), which ironically points 
out the renewed vigor of Spanish censorship at precisely that 
point in time where the printed page is beginning to lose its po-
litical force. This is because the contemporary public actually likes 
the illusion of decorum fostered by censored texts. In the present 
chapter, the focus is the aging journalist, Don Federico, who is 
worried about the future welfare of his young family. In order 
to protect his job security, Don Federico has long given up the 
urge to speak the truth at any cost. We intuit this from his re-
peated urging of his colleagues to show «un poquito de tolerancia» 
(92) and from his fear of taking a new job in Madrid, where the 
risks of getting embroiled in a polemic are much stronger. This 
chapter points self-consciously to the very text of the novel that 
we are reading, for it, too, has massive lacunae and has dared to 
say nothing directly 1• Will government authorities, like the pro-
vincial fathers and their hired woodcutters in chapter 21, miss 
its intended messages and unwittingly spare the integrity of its 
encoded content; and will its intended audience be able to deduce 
these messages from the absence-filled manifest text? The larger 
text known as Don Juan is acutely conscious of these problems. 

There is one additional incident in which Don Juan uses texts 
as indicators of both its own writing strategies and of the pitfall 
the reader inevitably encounters in attempting to render a «writerly» 
text, like the current one, more «readerly» '. In chapter 37, «El Ene-

1 As Antonio Risco (200) states, in Don Juan s narrative voice «el periodista, 
que fragmenta toda esta minuciosa documentaci6n en flashes vivos .... aqui se impone, 
decididamente al solitario redactor de un diario personal». If the narrative voice is 
that of a dynamic journalist, the inclusion of a vignette about another, more com-
promising journalist can only underline the ethical distance between the two writers 
and the differing reasons behind their strategies of using lacunae. 

2 I refer here to Roland Barthes's discussion of lisibilite and illisibili1e in chapter 
I of his S/Z (1970), as well as to Barbara Johnson's discussion of Barthes in Tlze 
Critical Difference: Essays in the Conlemporary Rheloric of Reading ( 1980). 
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migo•>, the Maestre and his family take amusement at the blind 
bishop's repeated account of how he saw the Devil during his first 
visit to Paris, in 1880. According to the story, on the very next day 
after the sighting of the Devil on a very ordinary city square, the 
then young Spanish cleric bought a copy of Augusto Nicolas's ref-
utation of Ernest Renan's Vie de Jesus, a refutation he still likes 
but can no longer read on account of his blindness. At this point 
in our consideration of the bishop's story we must recall a few 
details. First, the bishop is totally blind. In chapter 11, we had been 
able to observe the aged cleric stumble around in, first, his episcopal 
palace and, then, chapel in the cathedral, unable to either dress 
himself or say mass without the aid of family and friends. Montes 
Huidobro astutely contrasts this doddering, ineffectual cleric with 
the novel's other bishop, the 15th century Don Garcia, whose vi-
gorous persecution of the unreformed Jeronomite nuns the implied 
author had recounted back in chapter 7: 

Del obispo energico que escribe, seguro de si mismo, la 
Summa de casos de conciencia, pasamos al obispo temeroso 
que no escribe, sino lee, la «refutaci6n» de la Vida de Jesus. 
Hay una gran diferencia, hay un gran abismo, hay un juego 
en la documentaci6n que indica la presencia de un poder 
cuya fuerza decae penosamente (97). 

However, we need to go beyond Montes's reading of the details. 
It is true, as Montes underlines, that the bishop once read Nico-
las's book, but the more important fact is that he no longer reads 
it. In his blindness, it is necessary to have a friend read it to him 
and, even in this, only a few pages at a time (142). The old bishop 
cannot even hope to vicariously «read» Nicolas because the small 
portions of text that do reach him arrive distorted by another 
person and removed from their meaningful context. Additionally, 
we are never specifically told that the bishop had ever read Re-
nan' s book, the subject of the Nicolas «refutation» that the bishop 
so highly prizes. Therefore, it could be said that, when he listens 
to out-of-context fragments from the «refutation», the bishop is 
reallv deceiving himself with an absence based on an absence 3• 

1 E\'Cn an intelligent reader like Unamuno took manv years and numerous 
readings to perceive Renan's intensely religious spirit beneath the thick layer of 
scientific skepticism upon which traditionalist criticism of the writer had been 
fastened. Sec Ouimette, «From One Faith», pp. 85-92. 
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Furthermore, the bishop's story of his encounter with the Devil 
is spectacularly lacking in details. He cannot even describe or 
name the square where the encounter took place. In fact, as the 
memory-spent old man feebly admits, «No me acuerdo ya bien ... » 
(141). The bishop's memory is filled with a void, an absence sim-
ilar to the ones appearing in the text of Don Juan. In view of 
this void, it is only natural that the bishop's mind should cast 
about for some substance with which to fill-in the missing details 
of the encounter. In this quest for substance, his mind accurately 
remembers that on the day following the Devil's alleged appear-
ance, the young cleric of 1880 had bought a copy of the refuta-
tion of Renan's Vie de Jesus, the latter a notorious book that this 
bishop obviously fears and detests for its demythologizing of the 
«Christ» into the Godly man, Jesus of Nazareth (Darmesteter 161; 
Wardman 177-81). His clouded mind then retrospectively substi-
tutes the figure of Renan for that of a man who had been 
pointed out to him decades earlier on a Parisian square. The old 
bishop recalls the Devil as «un senor bajito, rechoncho, con la cara 
afeitada, y que parecia un cura ... » (141). Any of the many existing 
portraits of Renan, such as the one painted by Leon Bonnat in 
1892 or the daguerrotype serving as the frontispiece to Darmes-
teter's The Life of Ernest Renan (1897), shows a short, stout, 
homely man with a weathered countenance, dressed in a black 
suit that matches the bishop's description. Moreover, Renan had 
once studied for the priesthood at the seminary of Saint-Nicolas-
du-Chardonnet (note the similarity of the seminary's name to that 
of Renan's refuter cited by the bishop), but had lost his faith 
owing to the supposed incompatibility of Catholic teachings and 
historical scholarship. Edmond de Goncourt, who visited Renan 
in 1868, unites Renan's squat, greasy appearance with his positi-
vistic skepticism to produce a verbal sketch which most felici-
tously matches the bishop's reconstruction of the Devil: «He is the 
very image of moral graciousness in an uncomely frame; this apos-
tle of doubt has to a high degree the intelligence and charm of 
a priest of learning» (Hardin 80; emphasis added). 

This filling-in of the void in the bishop's mind constitutes an 
interior duplication of Azorin's strategy as a whole in Don Juan. 
By leaving out connecting tissue and important details, he forces 
the reader to replace many conspicuous «absences» with self-
created «presences» culled from a piling-up of associations with 
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material presented in earlier or later chapters. Azorin's text both 
prompts the reader in this task of creating «presences» and - via 
a recourse to various incomplete or missing documents - teaches 
this reader about the processes of accurate, inaccurate, and truly 
imaginative reading; the mechanisms of censorship and its over-
coming; and the importance of withholding interpretive closure 
until the widest possible context or intertext has been assembled. 
It does not ultimately matter where the material to complete 
Azorin's individual pictures comes from, provided it comes from 
the novel's compendium of impressions and potential systems of 
association. Like Saussure's demonstration that the 8:25 Paris-
Geneva Express is always a meaningful unity, though it leave 
thirty minutes late and its cars proceed from other trains, Azorin's 
transition-less, protagonist-less collection of absences is also ne-
cessarily a totality, and its system of relations guides us to an 
understanding of how we are to surmount both its own implanted 
silences and many a repressive society's barriers of censorship. 
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